Abstract-Star sampling (SS) is a random sampling procedure on a graph wherein each sample consists of a randomly selected vertex (the star center) and its one-hop neighbors (the star endpoints). We consider the use of star sampling to find any member of an arbitrary target set of vertices in a graph, where the figure of merit (cost) is either the expected number of samples (unit cost) or the expected number of star centers plus star endpoints (linear cost) until a vertex in the target set is encountered, either as a star center or as a star point. We analyze this performance measure on three related star sampling paradigms: SS with replacement (SSR), SS without center replacement (SSC), and SS without star replacement (SSS). We derive exact and approximate expressions for the expected unit and linear costs of SSR, SSC, and SSS on Erdős-Rényi (ER) graphs. Our results show there is i) little difference in unit cost, but ii) significant difference in linear cost, across the three paradigms. Although our results are derived for ER graphs, experiments on "real-world" graphs suggest our performance expressions are reasonably accurate for non-ER graphs.
I. INTRODUCTION Consider a simple undirected graph G = (V, E) with vertex set V and edge set E. Now consider some vertex property, defined via a function f : V → P , for P the set of property values, where f may or may not depend upon G. Then V * ≡ f −1 (P * ), for P * ⊂ P , is the subset of vertices holding property values of interest (i.e., in P * ). Consider the problem of finding any vertex in V * . In this paper we evaluate the performance of three related random sampling approaches to this problem, called star sampling, described in detail below, that differ in terms of which part of the sample is replaced.
Star sampling. Using random sampling to search for a vertex of interest is often suitable for large and/or dynamic graphs, where either the order/size and/or the rapid evolution of the graph precludes holding the graph in local memory. In such cases the searcher may be required to query the graph, requesting the property value of either a random vertex (as in sampling) or a particular vertex (as in guided search). Star sampling (SS) is a variant on vertex sampling in which each sample returns not only the property value f (v) of the selected vertex v ∈ V , termed the star center, but also the property values f (N G (v)) of its one-hop neighbors N G (v) (where N G (v) ≡ {u ∈ V : uv ∈ E} is the neighborhood of v, and uv ∈ E denotes vertices u and v are joined by an edge), termed the star endpoints. Star sampling selects a vertex at random, and then checks whether either that vertex or any of its neighbors holds the property of interest.
Cost. Although large graphs are encoded in a variety of ways, it is often the case that the data structure corresponding to each vertex (e.g., the profile of a particular member in a social network) includes the list of neighbors of that vertex This work was supported by the National Science Foundation #IIS-1250786. S. Weber is the contact author: sweber@coe.drexel.edu.
(e.g., the social connections of that member in the network). Star sampling is a practical sampling paradigm whenever such neighbor information is available. That said, the property of interest for the neighbors of a given vertex, i.e., the values f (N G (v)), may or may not be readily available. The property may be readily available if it is easily computable, or if it is not easily computable, but has been precomputed and stored in the data structure for the vertex. To address this issue we consider two natural cost models (unit and linear), where cost is measured either as the number of star samples (unit cost) or as the number of vertices (linear cost) for which property values are queried / computed. Unit cost is most natural for the case when the primary cost incurred is the query of the star itself and property values of neighbors are readily available, while linear cost is most natural for the case where the primary cost incurred is the computation of the property value.
Scenarios. We consider two distinct search scenarios in which the property of interest P * is i) related to the graph G, or ii) independent of G. The performance of Scenario i) is not possible to analyze in general, as many possible graph-related properties are possible. As such, we consider an important representative scenario, namely, where the property of interest is having the maximum degree (d max ) of the graph, i.e., V * is the set of vertices with degree d max and d max is known a priori. In a social network, this corresponds to the problem of identifying any individual with the largest number of contacts, when that largest number is known or estimated. Scenario ii) is studied in general, as the cardinality of the target set |V * | is a sufficient statistic for V * , i.e., all target sets V * of the same cardinality |V * |, chosen independently of the graph, share a common difficulty to find a member of V * . Variants. Three SS variants are considered:
• SS with replacement (SSR): the star center is selected uniformly at random from the set of vertices; • SS without center replacement (SSC): the star center is selected uniformly at random from the set of remaining vertices; the star center (along with its adjacent edges) is removed from the graph after the query; • SS without star replacement (SSS): the star center is selected uniformly at random from the set of remaining vertices; the entire star (center, endpoints, and all adjacent edges) is removed from the graph after the query. Urn sampling. The motivation in considering these variants is to understand their relative performance, in a manner similar to the elementary case of sampling balls from an urn. When seeking any one of n * marked balls out of a total of n ≥ n * balls in an urn, sampling with replacement requires on average n/n * samples; this follows immediately from the observation that the number of draws until the first success, say c R , is a geometric random variable (RV) with success probability n * /n, and expectation E[c R ] = n/n * . In contrast, sampling without replacement requires a random number of draws, c NR , with expectation E[c NR ] = (n + 1)/(n * + 1) (c.f. Prop. 20 in [1] ). Thus, the performance ratio of the expected number of samples with vs. without replacement is E[c R ]/E[c NR ] = (1+ 1/n * )/(1 + 1/n). For n * n, sampling without replacement improves the average search time by at most a factor of two, relative to sampling with replacement, with equality for n * = 1.
Contributions. The three primary contributions are: • Exact and approximate expected unit and linear cost expressions (for ER random graphs) for the three star sampling variants, and comparisons with simulation results suggesting the approximations are quite accurate; • Numerical evidence (from ER random graphs) that the approximate expected unit cost of the three SS variants in the unit cost model are more or less identical, while the approximate expected linear costs are notably distinct; • Numerical evidence that the approximate expected unit and linear cost expressions are surprisingly accurate for "realworld", i.e., non-ER, graphs.
Outline. The paper is organized as follows. §II provides basic notation and definitions. §III studies performance under the unit cost model. §IV shows there is no ordering on the performance of the three star sampling variants under the unit cost model that holds for all graphs and target sets. §V studies performance under the linear cost model. §VI gives numerical results for our performance estimates on "real-world" graphs.
§VII discusses related work and §VIII gives brief conclusions. Several appendices hold supporting results and longer proofs.
II. NOTATION, SAMPLING MODEL, BACKGROUND A. Notation
Let a ≡ b denote a and b are equal by definition. Let [n] denote {1, . . . , n}, for n ∈ N. Scalar random variables are denoted in a lowercase sans-serif font, e.g., x, k, while graphand set-valued random variables are denoted with uppercase sans-serif font, e.g., G, V, E. Expectation is denoted E[·], and probability is denoted P(·). If U is a set then u ∼ uni(U ) denotes a member of U selected uniformly at random. This paper uses the following graph and sampling notation:
• Order, size, edges. An undirected and simple graph of order n is denoted G = (V, E), with vertex set V ≡ [n] and edge set E; size is denoted by m ≡ |E|. An undirected edge is denoted uv.
≡ {uv ∈ E} the edge neighborhood of v, i.e., the edges adjacent to v, and
the extended edge neighborhood of v, i.e., all edges adjacent to v or any of v's neighbors. Observe N e G (v) is a star sample with star center v and star endpoints
* and its neighbors. 
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= k} the set of vertices with degree k and w G (k) ≡ |V G (k)|/n the fraction of vertices with degree k, to obtain the degree distribution of G, denoted
The expected degree of a randomly selected vertex is
B. Erdős Rényi Graph Properties An Erdős-Rényi (ER) random graph G = (V, E) has parameters (n, s), where n ∈ N denotes the order, V = [n], and s ∈ (0, 1) denotes the edge probability. A realization of an ER random graph, i.e., of the random edge set E, is obtained by adding each of the n 2 possible edges independently at random with probability s. The random size of G, denoted m ≡ |E|, is a binomial RV, i.e., m ∼ bin(
is the edge density (with E[s] = s), and the RV d ≡ (n − 1)s = 2m/n is the average degree of G. Given an ER graph G, the RV d is the expected degree of a vertex selected uniformly at random.
We focus our analysis of star sampling on ER graphs since they are closed under both SSC and SSS, i.e., if either a starcenter (SSC) or a star (SSS) is removed from an ER graph the resulting graph is still an ER graph, albeit one with a different (reduced) order. This follows intuitively from the fact that the presence or absence of an edge is independent across edges, but is established formally in Lem. 18 and Lem. 19 in [1] .
C. Sampling Model
Random star sampling from the given graph G = (V, E) produces a sequence of random graphs, denoted (G t , t ∈ N), where G t = (V t , E t ) is the random graph after sample t. Both the vertex set and edge set are (in general) random variables. It is convenient to denote the given graph as G 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ), i.e., the initial member of the list of random graphs, corresponding to t = 0. The target set is denoted by V * or V * 0 . Define the sequence of random vertex sets (V * t , t ∈ N), where V * t ≡ V t ∩ V * 0 holds the members of the initial target set still "alive" after t samples. The sampling construction ensures the random sets are nested:
Recalling §I, the three star sampling variants are as follows. Definition 1. SS with replacement (SSR). Generate the IID random sequence of star centers (v t , t ∈ N), with v t ∼ uni(V 0 ). As SSR uses replacement, G t = G 0 for all t.
Definition 2. SS without center replacement (SSC). Generate the random sequence of star centers (v t , t ∈ [n]), with v t ∼ uni(V t−1 ), and update the graph by removing the star center, i.e., V t = V t−1 \{v t }, and the edges in the edge neighborhood of the star center, i.e.,
Definition 3. SS without star replacement (SSS). Generate the random sequence of star centers (v t , t ∈ [n]), with v t ∼ uni(V t−1 ), and update the graph by removing the star, i.e., V t = V t−1 \ N e Gt−1 (v t ), and the edges in the extended edge neighborhood of the star center, i.e., E t = E t−1 \ Γ e Gt−1 (v t ). As a brief aside, Lem. 1 gives the expected number of edges removed from an ER graph. Consider a star sample with star center v ∼ uni(V ) of an ER graph G with parameters (n, s); recall v has degree distribution d ∼ bin(n − 1, s). Lemma 1. Given an ER random graph G with parameters (n, s), a randomly selected vertex v as star center, and conditioned on the degree d of v, the random number of edges in the extended edge neighborhood of v, denoted g ≡ |Γ e G (v)|, has a binomial distribution
with (unconditional) expectation
The asymptotic (in n) ratio of E[g] to the expected total number of edges in the graph n 2 s in the graph is
Proof. A star sample has two "types" of vertices (the star center v and its d neighbors) and three "types" of edges, namely, i) "neighbor" edges connecting v with N G (v), ii) "internal" edges with both endpoints in N G (v), and iii) "external" edges with one endpoint in N G (v) and the other in V \ N e G (v). There are d neighbor edges by assumption, d 2 potential internal edges, and d(n−d−1) potential external edges, where (due to the ER random graph properties) all potential edges are present or absent independently with probability s. This explains (3) .
As
2 s 2 , and with these (4) is obtained by conditional expectation and simple algebra:
The limit of E[g]/( n 2 s) as n ↑ ∞ follows from (4). Observe E[g] is the average number of edges removed from a star sample under SSS.
The unit and linear costs for SS are defined below.
Definition 4.
The unit cost of a SS is the random number of samples until a star, either the star center or one of the star endpoints, intersects the target set V * , i.e.,
This cost is a function of the sequence of random graphs (G t , t ∈ N). The expected unit cost of a SS, denoted
is the expectation of c u (G, V * ), taken with respect to the distribution over all possible realizations of graph sequences induced by SS that begin with G 0 = G.
Definition 5.
The linear cost of a SS is the random sum of the extended degrees of the randomly selected vertex centers from each star sample until a star, either the star center or one of the star endpoints, intersects the target set V * , i.e.,
This cost is a function of the sequence of random graphs (G t , t ∈ N). The expected linear cost of a SS, denoted
is the expectation of c l (G, V * ), taken with respect to the distribution over all possible realizations of graph sequences induced by SS that begin with G 0 = G. The following result is found in [2] and [3] . [3] ). The first and second order Taylor series approximations of E
where (a 1 , a 2 ) are "small" remainder terms.
In particular, the error associated with a first-order Taylor series approximation is, to second order,
III. UNIT COST MODEL The expected unit costs of SSR and SSC are given in §III-A, and the expected unit cost of SSS is given in §III-B. The (exact) results in §III-A are given both for an arbitrary graph G and in expectation over the class of ER random graphs, while the (approximate) results in §III-B are only given in expectation over the class of ER random graphs.
A. SSR and SSC
Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary graph of order n, and let V * ⊆ V be an arbitrary target set, which may or may not depend upon G, as described in §I. Fact 1 (Unit cost of SSR). Under SSR, for any graph G and any target set V * , the unit cost c u in Def. 4 is a geometric RV with success probability n e, * G /n, i.e., c Proof. Unit cost of SSR is the random number of independent Bernoulli trials until the first "success", i.e., the random star intersects the target set, or equivalently, the random star center intersects the extended neighborhood of the target set. We now adapt the previous two facts to the case where the initial graph is an ER random graph G 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) with parameters (n, s), and where the expectation is with respect to both the graph and sampling distributions. Define the RVs: holds all vertices that either have max degree or are adjacent to a max degree vertex. As shown in our prior work [4] , the expected number of max degree vertices is close to one for ER random graphs where n is large and s is "small". As this is the scenario of practical importance, we assume this to be the case, and approximate n * 0 ≈ 1. As such, n e, * 0 ≈ 1 + d max , i.e., the (unique) maximum degree vertex and its neighbors. As shown in our prior work [5] ,
where, letting γ denote the Euler-Mascheroni constant,
ii) V * 0 is independent of G 0 . Observe all such sets with the same n * 0 = |V * 0 | are of equivalent difficulty for search. Recalling n e, * 0 as the random order of the extended neighborhood of the target set in G 0 , it is evident by construction that
This holds as each vertex v in V 0 \V * 0 is connected to V * 0 (independently of other vertices) if there exists an edge (or edges) from v to V * 0 , which happens with probability 1 −s n * 0 . In particular,
Numerical results for the estimates of (13) and The next result, from [6] , is leveraged in Prop. 2 below.
Fact 3 (Bounds on inverse moments, [6] (Eq. 3.1, p. 729)). Let a random variable x have mean µ, variance σ 2 , and minimum support x min > 0 (i.e., P(x ≥ x min ) = 1). Then
Specializing the above result to
Proposition 2 (Unit cost of SSR and SSC for ER graph). Fix the initial graph as an ER random graph G 0 with parameters (n, s), and the extended target set cardinality n e, * 0 . The expected unit cost under SSR and SSC has bounds
Under Scenario i), where V * 0 is the set of maximum degree vertices, and E[d max ] and var(d max ) are given in (13):
Under Scenario ii), where the target set V * 0 ⊆ V 0 is independent of G 0 and has cardinality n *
Proof. Scenario i). The SSR bounds are derived by applying (17) , where
, and x min = 2.
Scenario ii). The SSR bounds are derived by applying (18) in Fact 3 to nE (n * 0 + bin(n − n * 0 , 1 −s n * 0 )) −1 , i.e., with a = n * 0 , m = n − n * 0 , and p = 1 −s n * 0 . The SSC bounds are derived by applying (18) in Fact 3 to
, with a = n * 0 + 1, m = n − n * 0 , and p = 1 −s n * 0 .
B. SSS
Throughout this subsection we retain the assumption that the initial graph is an ER random graph G 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) with parameters (n, s), and that the expectation is with respect to both the graph and sampling distributions. Recall that a star will hit the target set if its star center is in the extended neighborhood of the target. It follows that the (random) probability that star t + 1 hits the target set is
Define events (E t , t ∈ Z + ), with E 0 trivial, and
Here, E t is the event that the sample t star misses the target set. Next, define events (Ē t , t ∈ Z + ), withĒ 0 trivial, and
Thus,Ē t is the event that the stars of the first t samples have each missed the target set. Observe that, conditioned onĒ t , the target set in graph G t is identical to the same set in the initial graph G 0 , i.e., V * t |Ē t = V * 0 , although the degrees of vertices in V * 0 may have decreased due to sampling. We are interested in the expected probability of hitting the target with the star drawn sample t+1, conditioned on missing the target set in the first t samples:
Leveraging (12), the error in approximating this expected conditional probability by its ratio of expectations, i.e.,
is approximately
This approximate conditional hitting probability and its approximation error are expressed in terms of the parameters (n, E[n e, * 0 ], n * 0 , s, t) in Thm. 1, which depends upon Lem. 2. Lemma 2. The mean and variance in the size of the watch set W t , conditioned on drawing from the draw set D t and removing no nodes from the immune set Z, after t samples, where n W,0 = |W 0 | and n Z = |Z|, are given as follows.
Case ii) (D 0 ⊆ W 0 with n Z = 0) :
The proof of Lem. 2 is given in [1] .
Theorem 1. The approximate probability of hitting the target set in sample t + 1 under SSS, conditioned on missing the target set in the first t samples, is:
where E[n e, * 0 ] depends upon the search scenario. Viewingp
Moreover,p SSS 1
(hitting in the first sample) equals the exact value p
p .
(34) The error in this approximation, n,t , has upper bound
The approximation error is asymptotically negligible in n:
and in fact n,t = O(E[n e, * 0 ]/n 2 ).
Proof. (32) through (34) . Apply Lem. 2 to each of the numerator and denominator in (26) . Specifically, E[n e, * t |Ē t ] follows from the expectation expression for case i) with watch set N e G0 (V * ), (disjoint) draw set V 0 \ N e G0 (V * ), conditioned on E and hence V * being unsampled, while E[n t |Ē t ] follows from the expectation expression for case ii) with watch set V 0 and (subset) draw set V 0 \ N e G0 (V * ):
The ratio of (37) and (38) gives (32 
(39) Next, observe cov(n e, * t , n t |Ē t ) in (27) is nonnegative. To see this, consider a general scenario where each member of a population is given a property value, and two subsets of the population are defined as holding those members with property values in a given target set, with the second target set a subset of the first. Let the property values be random, and consider the two random variables denoting the cardinalities of the two random population subsets. These random variables are by construction positively correlated. This general scenario applies here to the population V t with the first subset equal to V t and the second subset equal to N e Gt (V * t ). By the above argument, (27) may be upper bounded as:
Substitution of (37), (38) , and (39) into (40) gives (35) . Proof of (36) . This follows immediately by observing the numerator is O(nE[n e, * 0 ]) while the denominator is O(n 3 ).
Corollary 1. Let (µ t , t ∈ N), with µ t ≡ E[n t ], and (σ 2 t , t ∈ N), with σ 2 t ≡ var(n t ), denote the means and variances of (n t , t ∈ N). Then, µ t is given by (38) and σ 2 t is given by (39) . The function µ t is strictly decreasing in t, and intersects the t-axis at
The function σ 2 t is concave increasing in t over [0, t
σ 2 ], convex decreasing over (t (2) σ 2 , ∞), and intersects the t-axis at t 
Proof. The first two derivatives of µ t with respect to t are:
The first two derivatives of σ 2 t with respect to t are:
Equating these with zero yields the given expressions.
The theorem below approximates both the unconditional probability of first hitting the target set in sample t + 1, and the expected unit cost under SSS.
Theorem 2. The approximate unconditional probability of first hitting the target set in sample t under SSS is
for t ∈ [ t 
The proof is found in [1] . Numerical results for p t and q t under SSR, SSC, and SSS sampling on ER graphs for Scenario i) and Scenario ii) are shown in Fig. 3 . Under Scenario i) there is a clear offset in the estimates of the conditioned probability, p t , for all variants of star sampling as a result of the underestimate of E[n e, * 0 ], see Fig. 2 . This offset leads to the error in the estimate of the unconditioned probability q t observed in Scenario i). Under Scenario ii) the estimates of p t and q t are fairly accurate. Additionally, Fig. 3 shows that the ordering of p t and q t is mirrored by their estimates under the three sampling variants.
Numerical results for the expected unit cost to find v ∈ V * on ER graphs under SSR, SSC, and SSS and the estimates [c
are given in Fig. 4 for Scenario i) and Fig. 5 for Scenario ii). Under both Scenario i) and ii) the estimated unit costs are fairly close to the empirical unit costs which in turn are nearly identical for n = 1000.
Given the observation in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 of similar expected unit costs of SSR, SSC, and SSS, it is desirable to compare the approximate expected unit cost under SSS (in (47)) with (the bounds on) the expected unit cost under SSR and SSC (in Prop. 2). However, the dependence of the SSS cost upon the underlying parameters (n, s, E[n e, * 0 ]) is too complex for such a comparison to be insightful. Consequently, we instead focus on showing in Prop. 3 that i) the approximate conditional probability of hitting the target set for the first time in sample t under SSS,p . This is shown by considering the ER edge probability s to be O(1/n), e.g., s(n) = c/n, for some c > 0.
be the probability of sampling the target set for the first time on sample t in SSR and SSC, andp SSS t be the approximate probability of sampling the target set for the first time on sample t in SSS. For s(n) = c n (with c > 0) and finite t ≥ 1, as n → ∞,
under both Scenario i) and Scenario ii).
The proof of Prop. 3 is given in [1] .
IV. RELATIVE UNIT COST OF SSR, SSC, AND SSS
The purpose of this section is to provide examples demonstrating that, in contrast with SSC and SSR (c.f. Remark 1), there is no guaranteed ordering of the expected unit costs of i) SSC and SSS, or ii) SSR and SSS, for all graphs and all choices of target set.
A. SSC may outperform SSS
The expected performance under SSC and SSS on a given graph may be analyzed by making outcome trees, as illustrated in Fig. 7 for the graphs in Fig. 6 . Each level of the tree corresponds to a time instant t ∈ Z + , with the root vertex (corresponding to t = 0) representing the initial graph G 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ). Each vertex in the tree at level t corresponds to a particular graph possible at time t. Each labeled edge in the tree, connecting a graph at time t with a graph at time t + 1, corresponds to a choice of the star center at sample t ∈ N. For each vertex v in the tree, corresponding to, say, a graph G(v) = (V (v), E(v)), there is a collection of edges in the tree, emanating from v, one edge for each vertex in G(v), corresponding to the possible star centers that may be chosen from G(v). Each of these edges has a probability of 1/|V (v)|, as each vertex in V (v) is equally likely to be selected.
Leaf vertices in the tree are terminating states, representing the fact that the target set V * has been hit for the first time. LetL andL denote the leaves in the outcome trees for a given graph under SSC and SSS, respectively. Each leaf has a unique path to the root vertex, and the probability of the leaf is the product of the probabilities assigned to the edges comprising that path.
as the probability distributions on the leaves of the outcome trees under SSC and SSS, respectively. Finally, observe each leaf L has a depth, denotedN L ,N L ∈ N, i.e., a length of the path from the root, and this corresponds to the number of samples until the target set was hit. It follows that
Fact 4 (SSC may outperform SSS). There exist graphs and target sets for which the expected unit cost of SSC outperforms that of SSR, i.e., c Fig. 3 . Left figures: conditional pt and unconditional qt hit probability for Scenario i). Right figures: conditional pt and unconditional qt hit probability for Scenario ii) with n * 0 = 2. In both scenarios n = 1000, s = 0.005, 20k trials, 100 graphs, shaded regions represent empirical standard deviation. Proof. Fix G (1) in Fig. 6 and fix the target set V * = {1}. The outcome tree shown in the left of Fig. 7 , corresponding to running SSC on G (1) , has
whereM L is the number of leaf vertices of type (N L ,P L ). Adding up the right column gives c . Left: outcome tree for SSC on G (1) . Center: outcome tree for SSS on G (1) . Right: outcome tree for SSS on G (2) . White blocks are terminating states.
Remark 2. The performance of SSS is worse than SSC and SSR, respectively, in the two previous examples. This may be counter-intuitive, given that SSS removes more vertices outside the target set than the other two. However, as these examples show, vertices outside the target set include the neighbors of the target set, and removing them may hurt the expected performance, as the target set is harder to "hit" with a randomly selected star when it has fewer neighbors.
V. LINEAR COST MODEL
The expected linear cost (Def. 5) of SSR on an arbitrary graph is in §V-A. The approximate expected linear costs of SSR, SSC, and SSS on an ER random graph are in §V-B.
A. Arbitrary graph
Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary graph with order |V | = n, and let V * ⊆ V be an arbitrary target set. Fact 6 below is the linear cost analog of the unit cost result for SSR in Fact 1.
We first develop some necessary notation, extending that introduced in §II-A. Let V 
The first term represents the expected linear cost up until but not including the cost of the final sample, while the second term is the expected cost of the final sample. The unsuccessful samples are identically distributed, due to replacement. The expected cost of an unsuccessful sample isd In spite of the success in deriving the previous result for SSR, we are of the impression that a simple exact expression for the expected linear cost under SSC on an arbitrary graph is not available. In contrast to the unit cost case, for which the SSC expected unit cost is given by Fact 2, the linear cost case appears to be much more difficult to analyze, as it requires a representation of the evolution under SSC of the (effectively arbitrary) degree distribution w G of the initial graph G. This evolution does not appear to be sufficiently tractable to yield "closed-form" results like those in §III-A. Given this difficulty, we turn to approximations for the case of an ER random graph.
B. ER random graph
We now consider the case where the initial graph is an ER random graph G 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) with parameters (n, s), where the expectation is with respect to the graph and sampling distributions. The starting point for all three sampling paradigms is to express the expected linear cost in terms of the conditional expectations of the extended degrees of each node sampled, conditioned on the unit cost, and to approximate the persample extended degree as independent of the unit cost:
Here, d e t is the extended degree of sample t, c u is the unit cost, i.e., the random number of samples required for the star center to hit the extended target set, and c max is an upper bound, possibly infinite, on c u . As shown in §V-A and its proof, the extended degree is not independent of the number of samples, as the target set in G t will have a distinct degree distribution from its complement, conditioned on the previous t−1 samples missing the target. Nonetheless, the approximation is useful in that it facilitates analysis and our numerical investigations support our claim that the approximation is accurate over a wide array of parameter values. Below we adapt the above approximation to give the approximate expected linear cost conditioned on the random extended target set, n e, * 0 , i.e., 
Here, E[d , is
and the SSR expected unit cost, c SSR u , has bounds in Prop. 2. 2) SSC: Leveraging the approximation in (57) for SSC requires the expected extended degree of the random star center selected in sample t and the unit cost distribution.
Proposition 5 (Linear cost of SSC for ER graph.). The approximate expected linear cost under SSC for an ER graph, conditioned on the random extended target set order n e, * 0 , is
Proof. Consider an urn with n balls of which k are marked. Draw m balls uniformly at random and let x be the random number of marked balls drawn, with support S ≡ {max{0, m − (n − k)}, . . . , min{k, m}}, and distribution
Note this is the same as if the m balls were drawn with replacement, where x ∼ bin(m, k/n). This expectation is pertinent in the derivation below of the expected degree when sampling an ER random graph using SSC. Pick uniformly at random any vertex in G t , i.e., a vertex that was not selected in the first t draws. This vertex has a random initial degree in G 0 of d 0 ∼ bin(n − 1, s). Let x t−1 be the random number of neighbors that are removed in the first t − 1 samples, so that its random degree in G t is d t = d 0 − x t−1 . Then:
The proof that
comes from the discussion above, where the n−1 "balls" are the potential neighbors in G 0 of the randomly selected vertex, of which the d 0 marked "balls" are the actual neighbors, and t − 1 "balls" are drawn.
Next, recall from the proof of Prop. 20 in [1] that
and observe the maximum number of samples possible under SSC, denoted c
, substitution of these quantities into (57) yields (60).
3) SSS:
As was the case with SSC, leveraging the approximation in (57) for SSS requires the expected extended degree of the random star center selected in sample t, as well as the distribution of the unit cost.
Proposition 6 (Linear cost of SSS for ER graph.). The approximate expected linear cost under SSS for an ER graph, conditioned on the random extended target set order n e, * 0 , is
where t 
The expected degree of the star center in sample t is obtained by a slight modification of the argument used in deriving µ t−1 ≡ E[n t−1 ] in Cor. 1, given by (38) . Specifically, consider any vertex not yet removed by the first t − 1 samples. Conditioned on n t−1 , this vertex has a random degree d t |n t−1 ∼ bin(n t−1 − 1, s), and as such
and as such, via case ii) in Lem. 2 where the initial size of the watch set it follows by (30) in Lem. 2 that
ii) c iii) P(c u ≥ t|n e, * 0 ). The probability of requiring t or more samples under SSS is approximated by leveraging the results in Thm. 2, namely, VI. RESULTS ON "REAL-WORLD" GRAPHS This section tests whether the unit and linear cost estimates for SSR, SSC, and SSS derived for ER graphs in §III and §V are accurate on "real-world" graphs. These graphs come from a variety of sources: power-network is a graph studied by Watts and Strogatz [7] ; CondMat, Gnutella08, Gnutella04, web-google, AstroPh, Epinions, fb-combined, oregon1, and brightkite are from the SNAP repository [8] ; while the web-edu and tech-routers graphs are from the network data repository [9] . Statistics for these graphs are given in Table I , including order (n), size (m), edge density (s), and assortativity (α). We also include the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) between the graph's degree distribution and a binomial distribution (parametrized by n, s) (JSD 1D), and the JSD between the joint distribution of the degrees of an edge and a joint binomial distribution (parametrized by n, s) (JSD 2D). These measure in some way the "distance" between the graph and a corresponding ER random graph.
Empirical and estimated results for SSR, SSC, and SSS sampling on a collection of real-world graphs assuming the size of the extended target set, n e, * 0 , is known are given for the unit cost model under Scenario i) and ii) in Table II , and for the linear cost model in Table III. Table II and Table III indicate the expected unit and linear cost estimates for all three variates of star sampling under Scenario i) largely fall within the 95% confidence interval of the empirical trials and the SSS cost estimates outside the 95% confidence intervals fall just beyond those intervals. In the case of Scenario ii) Table II and Table III indicate that while expected unit and linear cost estimates for SSR and SSC sampling fall within the 95% confidence interval, however the estimates for the expected unit and linear cost of SSS sampling under and over estimate the unit and linear costs respectively.
In particular looking at the absolute relative error, under Scenario i) the relative error is low, however under Scenario ii) the SSS cost estimates in at least half the real-world graphs have at least 10% relative error. It is unclear why the SSS cost estimates perform better in Scenario i) then Scenario ii), perhaps the ER assumptions made in estimating the expected costs under SSS become stronger as n * 0 increases or as degree of the nodes v ∈ V * decrease.
VII. RELATED WORK Star sampling is presented as a special case of the more general concept of snowball sampling in [10] . Snowball sampling was introduced by Goodman [11] and studied by Frank [12] . Snowball sampling appears in [13] , [14] , [15] . Star sampling is a snowball sample where a sample consists of a center vertex selected uniformly at random v ∈ uni(V) and its immediate neighbors N G (v); Star sampling appears in [16] .
This paper is an extension of the work in [17] and [18] , both of which focused on estimating the number of star samples required to find a target vertex. The work in [17] considered the slightly different problem of finding a degree j vertex or an edge with an endpoint of degree j and degree k. Moreover, [17] attempted to analyze the performance of star sampling with replacement on a modified Erdős-Rényi (ER) random graph construction, where the endpoint degree of a randomly selected edge are truly independent.
There has been substantial work on graph sampling -far too much to credibly review here. Classic graph exploration strategies include: random sampling of vertices or edges, random walk sampling, and random jump sampling, which alternates between a random walk and random sampling. These graph exploration strategies are general in the sense that they perform reasonably well in a broad range of problems. However, the graph sampling literature itself is divided between work i) attempting to derive an unbiased or uniform estimate of the vertices in a network, and ii) attempting to find vertices with particular properties, for instance maximum degree vertices. The former problem is referred to as the graph sampling problem and the latter as the graph search problem.
The graph sampling problem became widespread with the advent of social media. In particular, one important question it addresses is how to obtain a representative sample of social media users. To solve this problem Leskovac introduced forest fire sampling for temporal graphs where, similar to breadthfirst search (BFS), a search frontier is established. However, instead of expanding this frontier to unexplored vertices as in BFS, each iteration there is a chance of the frontier retreating to re-examine previously explored vertices [19] . Riberio proposed and analyzed a related algorithm entitled frontier sampling [20] . Avrachenkov [21] and Jin [22] have both proposed random walk jump algorithms to obtain an unbiased sample of vertices and Avin [23] has proposed a random walk biased toward high degree unvisited vertices. Miaya has looked at the sampling bias of degree biased random walks showing that expansion sampling can be more effective means of exploring graphs [24] . Although subsequently Voudigari has proposed a degree biased breadth-first search algorithm for the graph sampling problem [25] .
More sophisticated algorithms for solving the graph sampling problem include Metropolized random walk with backtracking, proposed by Stutzbach [26] . Lee has argued that Metropolis-Hastings sampling algorithms should avoid backtracking [27] . Li proposed a Rejection controlled MetropolisHastings algorithm and a Non-backtracking generalized maximum-degree sampling algorithm [28] . Gjorka found that Metropolis-Hasting random walk's and Re-weighted random walk's both outperform a simple random walk in returning a uniform sample of Facebook users [29] . Kurant [30] has shown that weighted random walks can be used to carry out stratified sampling on graphs and Chiericetti [31] gives bounds on the number of steps required to return a uniform sample of a network using rejection sampling, maximum-degree sampling, and Metropolis-Hastings sampling.
The performance of a random walk in solving a graph search problems depends on its performance in the graph cover problem, the time it takes a random walk to visit every vertex v ∈ V , or every vertex v ∈ V * for V * ⊂ V . This problem gained prominence with P2P networks where the question was how to design P2P networks and search algorithms which allowed users to efficiently locate files. Ikeda has shown that given any undirected connected graph G of order n the cover time and mean hitting time of a degree biased random walk is bounded by O(n 2 log n) and O(n 2 ) respectively [32] . Cooper has shown in sparse Erdős Rényi graphs G(n, s) the cover time of a random walk is asymptotically cn log c c−1 log n where s = c log n n and c > 1 [33] . Cooper also shows that in powerlaw graphs of order n with parameter c ≥ 3, finding all vertices of degree n a or greater with a degree biased random walk gives 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 and bias coefficient b > 0 isÕ(n 1−2ab(1− ) ) with high probability [34] .
Cooper's results match Adamic's observation that the search time of random walks and degree biased random walks scale sublinearly with the size of power-law graphs [35] . Similarly Lv [36] has also shown that for the graph search problem, random walks outperform network flooding in P2P networks; Gkantsidis [37] expanded on this work and Brautbar [38] and Avrachenkov [39] have both shown that random walk jump algorithms are effective in finding the high degree vertices. The work presented in Stokes [40] proposed a self avoiding degree biased random walk jump algorithm called SAWJ.
Random walks however are not the only approach to searching a graph for vertices with particular properties. Avrachenkov has introduced the Two-stage algorithm for finding high degree vertices developed under the assumption that queries of the sampled graph are limited [41] . Given this assumption it has been shown in Stokes [42] and Stokes [4] that biased random walks and star sampling can both be effective in finding vertices of interest.
VIII. CONCLUSION Star sampling is a natural graph sampling paradigm, and as such it is important to optimize its design. This paper studied three star sampling variants, involving various types of replacement, motivated by analogous sampling strategies of balls from an urn. The analytical and simulation results demonstrate that the mathematical approximations lead to reasonably accurate performance estimators in both the unit and linear cost models on ER graphs, and we prove there is no significant difference between the three variants in the 
